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Welcome to the latest Cloudhopper News.
Welcome to your August edition of your lighter
than air publication and an update on all that is
happening in our world currently. Abnormal times
call for abnormal sightings, for example instead of
reporting back on the Bristol fiesta I am reflecting
on one solitary flyby of the city. Until some sense
of normality returns please expect your newsletter
to be thinner than of late.
Flying has resumed with some hopper activity but
a lot of people still aren’t bothered unduly this
year . Essential extras has a simple yet highly
effective idea that comes thanks to Easy Balloons
“john the Stitch”.
With thanks to Paul Dickenson -people in
Hopping returns with an unedited frank discussion
on this very private mans life in our industry. Many
thanks to Paul in advance for allowing us to see
his contribution to ballooning.
In the Essential Extras section part 2, I’ve come
across a tent that is very good value and I think
good for hopping , and I’ll tell you the reasons
Why.
Ultramagic balloons bring to the
marketplace new electric driven inflation fans
which is an amazing development, but alas not
for us yet.
Official news of the 2020 One Man Meet from
John Tyrrell and Wendy Russell. Its on People.
And finally , thanks to Ron Griffin from Newbury
who took some amazing aerial photos whilst flying
his hopper recently.
Steve Roake -Editor
Email address: steve.roake33@gmail.com
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1,Ed Speak- At last I’ve flown!
With thanks to all concerned I have now had two quick flights in the last
month. Travelling down to Kent (some 83miles ) to fly could have been a
ball ache, but I was rewarded with a beautiful morning and some
stunning vistas for my efforts. More on this later.
The Local balloon club has been a slightly more successful effort
when recently they managed 5 hoppers out on the same morning which
is a terrific effort in the current climate.

Thanks to Ron Griffin for the photo.
If you think this photograph is good , wait till you see the ones he took
whilst flying his hopper , they are simply stunning . the sunlight behind the
envelopes is stunning (and all this as he is flying his one).
Also , I’d just like to say , it’s great that the OMM is on this year so
thanks to John Tyrrell and Wendy Russell for their fortitude in getting
it together in these weird times.
Stay safe , Take care out there . Steve Roake- Editor.
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2, Essential Extras – such a simple idea but brilliant.
Quite recently I got a phone call from my good friend Chris Dunkley who
wanted to check something in my new Cameron O-31 against another
customers example. Always keen to be of service, I arranged to put up to
Wendover the following day so that the boys could scrutinise whatever it
was they needed to verify.
In the process of inspecting my envelope John “The Stitch” Yarrow
said to me he would like to make one small modification to my envelope
if I approved .Whilst not to manufacturers specification , I agreed that the
idea had merit and so agreed to the plan because of the reasoning
behind it. Being a Cameron product I also the following day ran the idea
past Simon Askey as a suggestion to take onboard for future reference
and possible implementation but it would serve any Annex 1 balloon as I
see it .
So, what was this simple yet effective modification ? It is simply this .
Where the temperature flag sits in the envelope of Hoppers , it has the
normal bi-metallic heat link that should the envelope overheat would
drop the flag and alert the pilot. On any normal Balloon this isn’t a
problem as the flag normally drifts down the inside of the fabric and falls
into the basket. However , on a hopper there is always a chance that the
flag could end up in the burner and either catch light or create a small
fire when you least need it.
Johns solution means the flag is still a visual aid that detaches when
the link is broken but by having a cord fixing to both sides of the flag and
its position on the load tape , this means there is only a short distance for it
to drop and it nullifies the risk of the flag dropping into your burner . You
would still clearly see that it has detached and obviously then go get the
fabric checked by your maintenance organisation probably with a grab
test and new temp link , but it saves the flag from getting damaged or lost
in the process.
For that reason alone, I am happy to consider John’s idea as an
essential extra and I hope that Cameron Balloons take up the idea for
their hopper range of craft .
Thank you, John for the advice and the idea which, I for one will
leave attached in my envelope.
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Essential Extra’s Part 2 – A tent for hopping.
Now I know some of you wouldn’t dream about getting under canvass for
any amount of money in the world but for those of us who do with
pleasure, I am recommending a tent for you to look at and I’ll give you
the reasons why in a moment (probably for UK and Europe only).
Firstly , it’s called a Quetcha Apenaz Family 4 , and is built by Decathlon
stores and so is available either online or through a store near you. This
nominal four-person tent is ideal for one or two people for the following
reasons.

Quetcha Apenaz Family 4 Tent.
Being a four-person tent , the usable area for sleeping means that you
can place a double airbed sideways in the sleeping zone , avoiding the
dreaded touching of inner and outer fabric and therefore condensation
saturation.
The second reason I would recommend this tent for your
consideration is that the front “living area” is perfect for storing your
hopper or extra tank when you are not using it . Rather than
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leave it cluttering up your vehicle , you have another storage solution.

This extra area gives you space should the weather be inclement or has
the ability to allow you some kit storage with (if you look closely), skirts to
ensure that rain water doesn’t ingress .
The third and final reason I’m impressing upon you to give this tent
your fullest consideration is the price . This tent is available currently for a
limited time only at the ridiculously low price of £69-99. Now if that isn’t a
bargain I do not know what is .
Therefore, as an Essential Extra I am very happy to offer to you the
Quetcha Apenaz Family 4 tent for your consideration, which goes
super small for transportation and would easily store in a car’s
footwell weighing 6kgs . www.decathlon.co.uk under all tents.
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3,The Features Section
Interesting People in Hopping(No. 4) meets –Paul Dickinson.
Paul Dickinson is one of those Very approachable persons whom you
know has been pretty central in ballooning over the years , yet doesn’t
talk too much on the subject . In a rare, interview, he recently opened up
on his past and agreed to be one of the subjects in the feature -People in
Hopping. For this I am most grateful, but above and beyond this , he also
wrote a lovely piece for inclusion here that I’m simply going to copy and
paste without any editing . So here is the Paul Dickinson tale in his own
words.
Hello Hopper enthusiasts!
I tend to be a very private person and do not normally talk about myself
and my background. However, Steve convinced me that I may be
interesting to other people in Hopping so here goes. Steve asked a number
of questions that I have done my best to cover in these few pages.
I am originally from Birkenhead, Merseyside, UK but I have been fortunate
to travel extensively with work over the years and have lived in a number of
countries. I now live in North Wales, UK and Catalonia, Spain, spending
equal time in each country. I will be 70 years old in October.
I trained as an Aeronautical Production Engineer with British Aerospace,
Chester and qualified in 1972. I then worked in the general aviation industry
as an engineer and manager in the UK, Israel and Canada. My final
position in 1982 being a Production Manager on the Canadair (now
Bombardier) Challenger business jet production line in Montreal in the final
modification and flight test department.
In 1982 on my return to the UK, I worked briefly as a technician on the
conversion of RAF C130 Hercules aircraft to long range refuelling
tankers for use in the Falklands conflict.
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Later in 1982 I joined Per Lindstrand at Colt Balloons in Oswestry as
Production Manager. At this time Colt Balloons had 12 employees and
produced 20 to 30 balloons a year. I worked as a manager with this business
as it developed and expanded, merging with Thunder Balloons of London
to become Thunder & Colt or T&C as it is generally now known. I was
appointed as Production Director of T&C and was responsible at its peak
for overseeing the production of over 300 balloons and airships a year.
During this period, I was also involved in many special projects including the
building and launching of the Lindstrand/Richard Branson record breaking
Atlantic and Pacific crossing balloons, as well as Lindstrand’s T&C
Stratoquest altitude record balloon. I was also part of the technical team
responsible for the design and production of the small hopper balloons for
Dr Coy Foster’s world records.
A special area that I showed a very keen interest in was the innovative small
hopper and chariot balloons that T&C pioneered. I worked as much as time
permitted on the improvements and design development of these
products.
As T&C expanded in size I naturally, as a director and shareholder, became
interested in balloon sales and customer contact and I was later appointed
Operations Director, being responsible overall for sales and production. In
1993 I was appointed Vice President of Airborne America, acting as the
General Manager at the Thunder & Colt USA facility in Texas, whilst
continuing to oversee production in the Oswestry facility.
I left Thunder & Colt in 1994 when it ceased to be an independent
company.
From 1994 until 1997 I returned to working in general aviation, holding a
number of positions as a production engineer and aircraft maintenance
planner.
In 1997 I was asked to join Sky Balloons in Wrexham, North Wales as the
Managing Director. I managed the company until April 2000 at which
point the company was sold to Cameron Balloons and I left the
company. During my time with Sky Balloons I increased the output
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to 50 balloons a year, but again I took a strong interest in small balloons and
was developing a solo seat Sky balloon as well as a light weight collapsible
basket just prior to its takeover!
One month after I left Sky Balloons, I was asked to work as a Management
Consultant to Ultramagic Balloons in Catalonia, Spain. This consultancy
work involved general management, production management, quality
control and sales and marketing. Fortunately, I was again able to be
involved in the design and development of new products. I continue as a
consultant to the company to this day but now concentrate on my
positions as Quality Manager in the production organisation and
Airworthiness Manager in the design organisation.
During my 20 years with Ultramagic I have been involved in the design and
development of Solo and Duo balloons, plus design and development of
lightweight balloons in general and the collapsible baskets. When I first
joined the company, Ultramagic made an H-31 and a very small wicker
basket but no hopper or duo type gondolas. I was therefore able to have
a major input into the design of the Solo, Duo and finally the Tekno basket,
working closely with the Ultramagic technical team.
The concept with the Solo and Duo was to make it feel more familiar to
existing balloon pilots, with a complete duel fuel system with added safety
features that they were used to in a conventional basket balloon. Failed
pilot lights and shortage of fuel in some of my very early flights in other
Hopper designs seemed a little exciting in my youth but definitely needed
to be eliminated in a brand-new hopper design.
I was also fortunate that Ultramagic decided to develop light weight
ballooning in general, with the introduction light weight fabric. These were
all the projects I always wanted to complete at Sky Balloons! So, working
with Ultramagic was like a hopper enthusiast dream finally coming true!
I liked the end result so much that I purchased my own H-31 Solo with
the envelope in Ultralite fabric and then replaced this with an S-50
Tekno when my aging knees no longer worked so well with hopper
style landings. Flying a passenger to help pack up the balloon was
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a real bonus of the Tekno! The Duo can definitely give more buzz to the pilot
and passenger than the Tekno but I feel that you do need to be that little
fitter and younger than I am now if you wish to fly a Duo in windy conditions.
I flew my first Colt Cloudhopper in 1982 at the age of 31. My first tether flight
in Oswestry had me totally hooked on hopping. This first hopper experience
resulted in me gaining my balloon licence at the age of 33 and remaining
in the hot air balloon business until this day. My passion was and always will
be for hoppers. However, I ended up flying every size of balloon from 17,000
cu ft to 500,000 cu ft because my work commitments included testing
balloons in the manufacturing process. My personal flight hours are over
1500 hrs of which 120 hrs are in hopper and chariot type balloons. Tether
hours and testing account for an additional 1000 hours plus, with a further
50 or so hours hopper type test tether and free flight test work.
My passion for hoppers goes back to that very first tether in a Colt 17A
Cloudhopper in 1982 and realising that I could fly so easily. Not long after
this I flew a hopper free whilst training and it was the ease of control in the
air that attracted me. The response of these tiny balloons was instant. With
a balloon of this size you could land anywhere. You could always round out
so close to the ground in seconds. If it became windy you could drop
behind trees and stop instantly. If you had the “knee bend and roll” landing
technique correctly you could stop very quickly with no drag and no harm
to yourself. Mind you, in those days I was very fit and weighed considerably
less than I do now!
Hopping allows one to feel totally free and close to nature. Whilst high level
flights are exhilarating there is nothing to beat hopping along close to the
ground, listening to the birds and seeing the wild animals at close hand.
Another big attraction I found in hopping was the ease of ground
transportation and the ability to operate with few or no crew. Many an early
hop was made inflating alone or with just my wife to help and then flying
away with not a care in the world. Sometimes I would even hitch a ride
back home.
I believe these simple, early memories of hopping are still some of the
reasons hopping remains so popular for so many people today.
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Yes, it can seem selfish to hop to some people who have never done it, but
it has to be the closest experience you can get to parachuting whilst having
the ability to go up as well as down!
I have been very fortunate, by working in the balloon industry since 1982, to
be able to fly a number of different types and sizes of hoppers and duos all
over the world. Flying a regular basket balloon is fantastic but piloting a
balloon without a basket does, I believe, make one feel a little special. To
be the only person in a balloon without a basket sitting at 3000 feet at an
event with 50 regular balloons does make one stand out a little! Another
reason why it may still be so popular? Sometimes it’s nice to be different.
It is hard for me to choose my most memorable flight in a hopper as they
are all special. Being the only balloon initially to take off and float over the
moat at Leeds Castle in a T&C hopper and walk across the water will always
come to mind. Flying at 5,000 feet over the Shropshire plains and being the
only balloon in the air seeing the Welsh mountains covered in snow in the
distance is the other extreme. Maybe flying a hopper in the Alps? But these
are very early flights in my hopper time.
Maybe one of the most memorable was flying for over 2 hours in an
Ultramagic H-31 Solo at an Igualada European Balloon festival in Catalonia.
This was the longest flight I had ever made in a Hopper. My early flights used
to be no more than 30 minutes, but those 30 minutes could give you enough
buzz to last a week. That’s hopping!! All Hopper flights are memorable. Just
ask any hopper pilot.
Looking to the future - in some ways I personally can see the concept of
Solo hopper ballooning returning to its roots, going smaller and even lighter,
using less fuel and probably having shorter flights again. The equipment
needs to be even easier to transport and most importantly be less
expensive. By taking this route hopping should be able to continue for many
years to come. I certainly hope so.
Paul Dickinson
Ed- Many thanks for that Paul, if you know of someone I need to
feature in this section please let me know.
Email: Steve.roake33@gmail.com
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Flying in Kent
You know you just forget the utter joy of being airborn when you haven’t
done it for a while, but thanks to the generosity of friends I found myself
up at 3-30am one Saturday morning to travel 83 miles to fly. Leaving home
around 4am the roads were as expected clear as a bell , and my
destination was Rolvenden Kent home of Olly Stallward. Living on a farm
gives him the very good fortune of having a field to fly from opposite the
family home, and thanks to the organisational skills of James McDonald a
few of us were due to fly together on the morning ascent. Morning flights
are some of the most marvellous occasions you could ever have and
whilst the weather didn’t quite make its mind up what was going to
happen, at a late hour we transitioned to Olly’s place from Headcorn
which was the original plan- and I’m so glad we did.

Photo by Jim Findlay.
By August a fair few fields were baled and it just seemed like one of those
picture book mornings that had an edge with some thundery clouds
threatening to stop play. Two of our intended fellow flyers had
cancelled , one through fear of the thunderstorm and the other
with some concerns about a theoretical 27degrees by 7am.
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With an inversion on the surface and a brand-new balloon on its first flight
and a rusty pilot, we took our time and it was naturally back to basics for
me. Even then I hooked the seat unit up to the wrong setting and had to
adjust pre-flight. The need to fulfil the regulatory 5 flights within a certain
time frame meant the first flight was a ten min hop around the launch field
going nowhere in particular (still rules are rules). Then clearing the
beautiful house with all its oak beams, I joined Olly and James in the Kent
skies to indulge myself with that sensory overload that you clearly forget
when you haven’t flown in a while. So nice to be back in the seat
and also, so nice to actually get my new Cameron O-31 christened.
There is something so nice about doing between 3-8 knots over
Oast house’s and Windmills around the meandering lanes of Kent. On the
surface under three knots heading south westerly towards Bodium Castle
and yet at just under 1000ft a complete reversal with winds of around 6
knots on a mean heading of 005 degrees. A couple of farmers checking
the sheep early in the morning and the odd early riser in a car but mainly
cyclists getting an early fix in. There are some simply stunning vistas in this
part of the country , vineyards pepper the hills , some extraction work was
initiated by a very keen early morning crew and I witnesses Olly bobbing
around low level in the Um Techno 50 whilst James was further away in his
90. One of the things that flashes through your mind when you haven’t
flown for a while is the need to get at least a long flight in (over an hour
minimum) , but you know elongating it for the sake of it sometimes
compromises your options .
So, I’m drifting slowly towards Sandhurst when this exquisite three
storey house comes into view with a manicured field behind it featuring a
maze along with a tennis court , and low and behold I have eyes
inquisitively watching me from both the second and the third floor . A
quick conversation with the owner’s son tells me it is their field and that
yes, its okay to land in their grounds so why would I look a gift horse in the
mouth and refuse, whilst mum and dad look on from their second-floor
bedroom ?
Stereotypically as I’m out of practice, I over rip out necessitating in
a quick burn to avoid the stately homes fine chimneys and I arrive to a
sweet arrival and culmination of the second flight. Crew are instantly
on the scene and the lovely lady of the house accepts my gift
bottle of wine and all is good with the world.
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Interesting skies over Kent -photo Jim Findlay
I’ve travelled a massive(not)3.3nm and having needed two inflations
(because the first time the chute wasn’t centred ), used a paltry 29 litres of
gas which with pilot rustiness and temperature I thought was pretty
decent considering the conditions.
Returning to the residence of our hosts we engage in the social
distances side of ballooning regaling events and just indulging in the
afterglow of a unique morning experience. Here in the UK I just don’t fly
enough morning flights and so this one was treasured. Many thanks to all
for their sociability and the hosts for allowing complete strangers to
descend into their world. I will return since it is such a lovely area to fly
and unlike my home area unmolested by controlled airspace .
Yes, it was an early start, and yes, it was a fair distance from home,
but if the flying is that good in the future then the effort isn’t in
vain perhaps next time there will be more of us
Right when can I fly again ?
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4,New Balloons / Homebuilding
If you are in a position to purchase new then now is the time since the
factories are looking fairly quiet approaching their winter build programs.
A source of mine at Cameron Balloons told me that if you wanted a
Cameron O-31 hopper envelope you might expect to save a thousand
on list price to get the deal through. My earlier expectation that this year
would be better for the manufacturers than last year, didn’t consider
Covid -19 and so with not much being bought currently id revise this to a
feeling that this year will be similar to last year unless something changes in
the next few months. There is nothing I know about in the offing .
5,Second Hand balloons
The second-hand market is also as repressed as the new one . I know of at
least four envelopes that are potentially for sale or in the process of being
sold but the current owners are sitting on them waiting to decide whether
or not to actually get rid of their “pride and joys”.
The Annual One-Man Meet is ON ! (9th -11th October).
With great efforts from John Tyrrell and Wendy Rousell , I can announce
that the 37th One Man Meet will be going ahead in a very revised format.
John and Wendy are doing a no frills (i.e. no gregarious socialising in
numbers ) meet in the venue and go fly event .
With the need to restrict with the covid -19 segregation it will literally
be turn up at the field , quick heads up , met briefing etc and go fly.
Not sure at this stage if we will have access to a local gas supply (they are
working on this one for us )but should you care to join the OMM please
send an email to onemanmeet@btinternet.com .
Ah yes and the most important thing you’d want to know is what
area are we going to be flying in ?The answer my friends is CIRENCESTER.
Exact details of the launch site will be distributed nearer the time , due to
the need to restrict people coming to the site but if you want to book
accommodation in the area then go ahead.
With so little flying of recent months , we would advise those who
haven’t flown lately to go “back to basics , take your time” , but
do come along and enjoy the OMM.
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6,Interesting Photos
With thanks to Dan Whitelock , this rare beast was found on Facebook
.Dating from 2002 it took some finding as the registration was incorrect .It is
in fact OE-FZT(3) a Kubicek BB12 from the worlds. C/n was 009 and today it
is in Croatia as 9A-OIV.

A rare early Kubicek BB12 OE-KZT(3),c/n 009. From 2002.
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7,Manufacturer News and Events
Ultramagic Balloons Innovates.
The Spanish manufacturer Ultramagic Balloons recently announced that
they are now selling electrically powered inflation fans. The unit has a
massive battery pack under the fan motor and is a step in the right
direction environmentally but as yet the concept isn’t available in hopper
sizes.
Never the less they do need applauding for bringing the first of its
type to the marketplace and I’m sure the product will be revised moving
forward with hopefully one that will serve our sector. When I checked
with the UK dealer Richard Penny , he wasn’t aware of a fan that was
specifically manufactured for hopper sized products as yet , but watch
this space.
The BBAC and Licensing – the continuation.
Now I’m not a particularly political person by nature and when it comes to
ballooning most of the time all I want to do is get out there and do this
thing. However, the current topic of UK licensing going forward and the
BBAC policy of backing the efforts of Paul Spellward (the chairman), to
get us all to migrate to EASA BPL licenses has got me motivated to speak
out on the topic. Along with other very knowledgeable people, I have
questioned the merit of transition to a license that we don’t actually need
going forward.
Therefore, going forward, I am delighted to say that through some
efforts of many people the immediate threat to our UK licenses has
receded with the CAA putting into place an extension of the timeframe
until October 2021. The UK license has great kudos around the world and is
supported by such luminaries as Steve Richards (on behalf of the
Commercial Balloons Organisation), and Chris Dunkley(Easy Balloons).
I like a few others Have contacted Dr Richard Allen at the CAA
expressing my views on the subject and have been delighted with his
response. In the eyes of those who agree with me, the simple
message seems to be “if it isn’t broke, don’t fix it”.
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There seems to be a gathering number of voices who are
concerned that the continued quest to support the change is due more
to a hidden agenda rather than the interests of the masses.
The sub-plot seems to be that the French along with other foreign
countries won’t accept our licenses moving forward without ridiculous
medical requirements whilst the UK operates (surprisingly) , under a more
liberal methodology. I for one cannot imaging the bi annual Metz (LMAB)
festival ever taking place without a single UK entry as we are massively the
majority who go and swell their numbers .
Simply put , it would be in their interests to cooperate and accept
the CAA’s standards moving forward. Naturally with this being a fluid
situation I’m sure there will be some changes along the way, however
the assumption that everything is set in stone is simply incorrect and is
not to be believed . Cloudhoppers on going advice to UK pilots is
to wait and see what happens moving forward .
Watch this space….
Cloudhoppers Merchandise.
Although I don’t flog a dead horse with merchandising here , there are
stickers available for your car inside windows or in the same format for
trailer applications.
The ever popular Mugs remain available along the lines of “Keep Calm –
Go fly the hopper “ but they can be personalised so just ask.
Finally there are also a limited run of T shirts in contrasting Colours on white
which again can have personal messages , but mine says “Don’t bother
me I’m going Hopping”.
Just email for prices and delivery . steve.roake33@gmail.com.
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Solo Systems actively supports Cloudhopper News .
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8,The Photo section
This section of the Newsletter is dedicated to choices of the Editor who
tries to bring to you rare and interesting photos which you may not
necessarily see in normal life and wouldn’t expect to find when
surfing the internet.

All of these photographs were taken by Ron Griffin who was flying with
four other hoppers recently out of Newbury . In this particular one we
have two Cameron O-31’s of David Head and Jonathan Smith. The
one on the left-hand side has about 100 hours on it whilst the one on
the right-hand side has less than 4 hours tt.
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Another Nice shot , this time featuring Chris Dobson and Martin Mitchell
with Jonathon Smith.

Perfect use of the Sunlight
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G-CJIX Cameron O-31 of David Head.
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Annex 1 meet at Sackville Lodge Airfield.
As is becoming an annual event, Tim Wilkinson has sent out a general
invitation to Annex 1 builders to join him over the weekend of September
11th -13th at Sackville Lodge Airfield in Bedfordshire for a weekend of Home
building.
Before you decide just to rock up , please be aware this is a closed event
for those who have contacted Tim in advance because of Covid -19
restrictions and therefore , strict social distancing and being self-sufficient
for the duration of the weekend is the order of the day .
This isn’t to say you wouldn’t be welcome , it just means you need to be
organised in advance and let Tim know of your intentions and get
approval to attend .
My suggestion is you contact Tim directly. Email: sackville@avnet.co.uk

And finally
Late August saw us achieve 1536 members on Facebook which is a pretty
good milestone to achieve. Thanks to everyone for your support and
please keep spreading the word wider.
Hoppers are only going to get more and more popular as pilots migrate to
the most efficient way to fly with the best efficiency for your money.
Submissions may not be the views of The Editor but are as far as possible
unmodified to retain their authenticity.
Please send all submissions for future editions to Steve.roake33@gmail.com
Ó Cloudhoppers.org
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